‘I purchased an Aqua-dock system for an 8 metre RIB
during March 2010. The product was available from
stock and the Aqua-dock team installed the product
quickly and efficiently. I am impressed by the modular
design of the dock, and particularly the inset roller
system which allows the boat to be driven on and off
the dock easily, without damage to the hull of the RIB.
Equally impressive is the support from the Aqua-dock
team, particularly the MD David Howard. David is a real
hands on Managing Director who is fully engaged in
your project from initial design through to ensuring
you are happy with the finished product.’
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“Great Product, Great Service”
Ian Richards- Owner 8 Metre Cobra RIB.

www.aqua-dock.co.uk

All our products are made in the UK

Modular Pontoon Systems
Jetties | Docks | Pontoons | Marinas
Swimming Platforms
Floating Walkways & Roads
Work & Access Platforms | Drive-on Docks | Bridges
Flood Protection | Diving Platforms
Aquaculture

Aqua-dock products are the primary choice for instant pontoons, jetties, floating stages,
swimming platforms, bridges, walkways/roads, ramps, flood protection, docks, marinas, dry docks
or for any project that needs safe and secure support whether inland or coastal. The configurations
and applications are virtually unlimited.

Create any
design of
pontoon in
moments

The Aqua-dock modular system has been designed and is manufactured in the UK by experienced engineers with a
background of 28 years in extrusion blowmoulding of plastics. Our products provide a highly stable, versatile,
cost-effective and complete solution for an instant build of private and commercial pontoons and platforms.
The units are made from a high density polyethylene (HDPE) selected for toughness and durability. These units are then
securely linked together using moulded plastic screw fittings. This allows for rapid assembly, the production of an infinite
variety of shapes
and unrivalled load capacity .... Aqua-dock is also maintenance free!

Aqua-dock use fully recyclable food grade
materials for all our products ensuring
that they will not damage the environment
and are always safe to use, even
on drinking-water reservoirs.
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